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Abstract: This study aims to identify the influence of behavioral control and trust toward decision making on Samsung Smartphone on Management Department Student. The approach of this study is survey using sample drawing techniques based on proportional Stratified Random Sampling. Thus the total sample in this study was fixed at 44. Method of data analysis used in this study namely Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and Multivariate regression. The results showed that the control behavioral had negative and insignificant influence on purchase decision. Then trust had positive influence and significant on purchase decision. Finally, behavioral control and trust simultaneous has significant effect on purchase decision. This means that the higher the behavioral control and trust in one product simultaneously can contribute significantly to increase the purchase decision.
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1. Introduction

Utilization of purchasing service via internet other than to bring many benefits for businesses, it can also be benefited by online consumers. Such as providing comfort, customers do not need to cope with traffic, no need to find parking area and walking from store to store (Kotler & Armstrong, 2002). Purchasing online offers consumers some additional advantages, commercial online services, and internet gives consumers access to abundant comparisons information, information about your company, products and competitors. The consumer’s purchasing process via online has been popular these days; about half of the internet populations have made a purchase via online (CNNIC, 2012). Based in the data from 10 internet-user countries, Indonesian is at the 8th rank all over the world with 55 million users and penetration rate of 22 per cent from the population (Internet World Stats, 2013). However, when it is compared with the number of internet users in Asia, Indonesia occupies the 4th position after China, India and Japan (Internet World Stats, 2013).

The indicator of consumer considerations in buying the product is currently affected by a variety of factors. Kotler & Keller (2009) the results of the purchase of a product is influenced by various factors, namely marketing mix, the range of economic, technological, political and cultural characteristics of consumers and consumer psychology (motivation, perception and attitude). The development of Web 2.0 technologies has triggered rapid growth of online communities for example, Face book, which is the largest global online community. It hosts more than 200 million users in the worldwide. Indonesia is the fourth largest country using Face book in the world after the United States, Brazil and India (Socialbakers, 2014). According to data from the Nielsen company (Online business, January 2013), in the second half of 2011, by 70 per cent to 80 per cent of domestic consumers will do shopping online.

Consumer behavior is the actions of individuals who are directly involved in obtaining, consuming, and used products and services, including decision-making processes that precede and follow these actions (Engel, et al., 1994). The meaning is to note that the understanding of consumer behavior is not an easy job, but it is difficult and complex, especially due to the many variables that influence and the interaction of these variables. Even so, the pertinent company will be able to gain greater profit than its competitors because understanding the company consumer behavior can give better satisfaction to the consumer (Kotler, 2005). Another consumer behavior that should be noted is in purchasing decision. The rational consumer decisions-making in purchasing Smartphone strongly focus on the functional benefit. This makes producer must works harder to approach customer so they know what consumer want and the various consumer behavior.

Theory that matched to predict consumer behavior is the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). TPB itself developed by Ajzen in 1991, in which the TPB, behavior is influenced by perceived intense and behavior control. Intense assumed include motivational factors that influence behavior. These factors, such as how strong someone willing to work to be able to do an act. But the behavior is not only influenced by motivation, behavior is also influenced by factors such as non-motivational factors like time, expertise, money and support from other person. Non-motivational factors are referred to as actual control of the behavior (Ajzen, 2006).
Referring to the theory of consumer behavior which specifies in TPB explains that purchasing decisions are influenced by behavioral control. Ajzen & Driver (1992), Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC) is a control action that reflects the confidence of access resources on the opportunity to perform a behavior. Leon Sheffiman & Leslie Lazar Kanuk (2008) says that: “the decision is the selection of two or more alternatives.” Kotler and Armstrong (2008) suggested that: “the purchase decision is the decision process in which consumers make purchases on the actual product”. Research on the effect of perceived behavioral control on purchasing intention via online by using the concept of TPB has been done by several researchers. 

Purchasing decisions beside influenced by the behavioral control it also influenced by the trust. Trust is the basis to implement business activities. A business transaction between two or more parties will happen when they have mutual trust. Trust is not only can be recognized by other business partners, but must be built from the start and it can be proved (Olmos 2011). Kotler (2000) purchase decision is a person attitude to buy or use a product whether it is goods or services that have been believed to be the spot itself and the willingness to bear risks that may rise. Support research results show that purchasing decisions are influenced by behavioral control. Kim & Chung (2011); there is a significant relationship between consumer values and attitudes, environmental awareness and consciousness of appearance, health conscious consumer attitudes to organic personal care products.

Huang et al. (2011), shows that the attitude behavioral control and past experience has significant and positive effect on the intention to purchase on online auctions, whereas subjective norm is insignificant. Other support from the results of the research showed that the purchase decision is not only influenced by behavioral control, but is also influenced by trust. Hsiao et al. (2010) showed that perceptions of ability, perception of benefaction, critical time perception, and trust in the website are four important antecedents of trust in recommendations of products in social network sites. Trust in product recommendations can influence consumer intentions to purchase from the website. Similarly, consumer confidence on the website can increase their trust to recommend product. While internal perceived behavioral control insignificantly affects purchasing decisions.

Other than perceived behavioral control and trust is the best variable to predict future behavioral. In order to predict future behavior, in order to integrate those past findings, the researchers use the TPB with past experience effect. The research results on trust are done by Becerra & Korgaonkar (2011), Hsiao (2010), Lee et al. (2011a, b), Harris & Goode (2010), Eastlick & Lotz (2011), who conclude that, trust has positive and significant impact on purchasing decisions. Consumers’ trust positively influences their purchasing attitudes, intentions and behaviors (Petty & Wegener, 1998). While Jani & Han (2011) conclude that trust has not significant effect on consumers' purchasing decisions.

Variations on these results are interesting research gaps for further study to the development of previous studies. The key problem in this study is whether behavioral control and trust simultaneously has partial influence on purchasing decisions? The purpose of this study is explained the influence behavioral control and trust on purchasing decisions and testing the simultaneous influence of behavioral control and trust on purchase decision. The contribution of the study in theoretical and practical are as follows increase the knowledge, experience, insight and become material in the application of research methods, in particular on the role of control behavioral knowledge and trust of the consumer purchase decision, and can also be used as comparison for further research. However, be taken into consideration and additional information specifically for Smartphone manufacturers Samsung and generally for the producers in both kind and in other sectors or to the prospective of new producers.

2. Review Literature

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), purchase decision is subjective probability about one’s estimation of how big the probability to perform a particular action. Purchase decision can be inferred as estimation on how much an individual will perform a particular behavior. Purchasing decision is behavior that emerges as response on an object. Purchasing decision is also as interest in doing repeat buying which shows customer’s intention to purchase (Assael, 2004). Furthermore Ajzen (1985, 1991), Perceived behavioral control/ PBC reflect trust regarding to access of resources and opportunities needed to behave. A number of empirical studies show that there is a relationship between perceived behavioral controls in intention (Ajzen, 1991). The measurement of perceived behavioral control is the perception of the resources, knowledge and ability to perform the behavioral (Ajzen, 1991). Becerra & Korgaonkar (2011) defines that trust is assessment of one's relationship with others in doing certain transactions and trust in uncertain environment. According to Mayer et al. (1995), there are three factors that influence one's trusts against the others, which are ability, benevolence and integrity. Trust in online environment is the most important because of the complexity and diversity of online interactive and it may result on unexpected and not genuine behavior (Gefen and Straub, 2003).

Studying consumer behavior is not a simple problem because the study of consumer behavior is an important policy for marketing. Understanding consumer behavior should be placed in the context of the marketing paradigm that is now taking place, which is market paradigm that driven marketing. Therefore it is necessary to understand the competitive environment that can be sorted into five competitive forces in the industry. The main purpose is to serve and satisfy the needs and desires of consumers. Therefore, marketers need to understand how consumer behavior in order to satisfy the needs and desires of the consumer. Understanding consumer behavior it can be used to plan the marketing strategy that should be applied based on the factors that influence consumer behavior in which there are several factors that influence consumer behavior in choosing the product that will be bought or used. Schiffman
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& Kanuk (2010), a number of factors that influence consumer behavior, namely:

1. Cultural factor, influence the broadest and most in-depth on consumer behavior, divided in culture, subculture, and social class. Culture is the most fundamental determinants of the desire and behavioral, this factor includes a series of system values, perceptions, preferences, and behaviors that learned from family in the community group.

2. Social factors, consumer behaviors is influenced by social factors such as family reference group and the role and status, a reference group consisting of all the groups that have direct or indirect influence on the conviction and behavior of a person, family is the most influential group on the behavior of a person.

3. Personal factors, consumption patterns and the selection of a product will be greatly influenced by the stages in the life cycle, occupation, lifestyle, economic conditions, and the buyer's personality and self-concept.

4. Psychological factors, a motive or encouragement is requirement that can push a person to act. Psychological factors are factors that originate from within the consumer, in which purchase decision process are influenced by the purchase motivation, consumer perception, learning, along with attitude and confidence.

5. From the above description it can be concluded that the factors that influence consumer behavior is inseparable from cultural factors, social, personal and psychological because consumption patterns and product preferences each consumers different from each other. Consumer behavior is the actions of individuals who are directly involved in obtaining, consuming, and used the products and services, including decision-making processes that precede and follow these actions (Engel, et al., 1994). Other consumer behavior that must be noted is about purchase decision. Consumer decision in the rational purchase of a Smartphone very focused on functional benefit. Consumers at this time are more selective in choosing the product that will be used because there are many products offered and have different advantages to each other.

This makes it even harder for producers in terms of the approach to the consumer so that it can know what consumer wants and various consumer behaviors. Ajzen & Driver (1992), the behavioral control is an action control that reflects the trust of access resources on the opportunity to perform a behavior. These resources can be time, money and other resources specifically involved in the behavior. The second component is self-efficacy (Ajzen, 1991), confidence in the individual to perform a behavior (Bandura, 1982). Leon Shiffman & Leslie Lazar Kanuk (2008) suggested that: “the decision is the selection of two or more alternatives.” While Kotler & Armstrong (2008) suggested that: “the purchase decision is the decision process in which consumers make purchases on the actual product.”

There is a lot of research that examines the relationship between behavioral control variables with purchasing decisions. In this study, researchers tried to take previous research that also conducted on the relationship between behavioral control variables with purchasing decisions where previous research is used as a reference material in this study. And previous research used by the researchers in this study was the analysis done by Kim & Chung (2011) titled “Consumer purchase intention for organic personal care products” and the study done by Huang et al., (2011) results obtained in the study conducted by Kim & Chung (2011) namely: there are no significant relationship between consumer values and attitudes, environmental awareness and consciousness of appearance, health conscious consumer attitudes to organic personal care products. These results provide the difference on the purchase behavior of consumers of organic food and organic personal care products. Moreover, the results showed that all the predictions TPB (attitude, subjective norm, behavioral control) was significantly correlated with the intention to buy organic personal care products. While the results obtained in the study conducted by Huang et al. (2011) shows that the attitude, behavioral control and past experience has significant and positive effect on the intention to purchase on online auctions, whereas insignificant on subjective norm. Moreover, past experience has a positive impact on the behavioral control.

Trust is the basis of the implementation of business activities. A business transaction between two or more parties will be happen when they had mutual trust. This trust is not so easily be recognized by other business partners, but must be built from the beginning and can be proven. Trust has been considered as a catalyst in various transactions between sellers and buyers that consumer satisfaction can be realized in accordance with the expected (Olmos, 2011). Kotler (2000) attitude of a purchase decision to buy or use a good product in the form of goods or services that we believe will satisfy him and willingness to bear the risks that may be caused. Purchasing decisions are taken by the buyer actually is a group of a number of decisions that are organized. Hsiao et al. (2010) showed that perceptions of ability, perception of benefaction, critical time perception, and trust in the website are the four important antecedents of trust recommendation of product in social networking sites. Trust in product recommendations can influence consumer intentions to purchase from the website. Similarly, consumer trust on the website can increase their trust to recommend a product.

Ristiyanti and Ilhalauw (2005), a marketing strategy is designed to increase the chances of consumers to have a positive perception and feeling of products, services and specific brand, and will try the product, service or its brand. To develop competitive marketing strategies, marketers need to know where the consumer is likely to buy the products, what factors that likely causes they like the product, what criteria are used in deciding to buy the product, how they obtain information about the product etc. Therefore, consumer behavior is one of determining factor in the success of the marketing strategy in terms of increasing consumer purchasing decisions. Thus, the behavioral control and trust customers will have an impact on purchasing decisions. Thus, the hypothesis that the proposed in this study is:

\[ H1. \] Behavioral control has a significant positive effect on purchase decision.

\[ H2. \] Customer trust has a significant positive effect on purchase decision.
H3. Behavioral control and consumer trust has a significant positive effect a simultaneously on purchase decision. These theoretical considerations suggest a conceptual framework as the one illustrated in Fig. 1 where the arrows indicate a cause–effect.

![Conceptual Framework and Research Hypothesis](image)

**Figure 1:** Conceptual Framework and Research Hypothesis

### 3. Research Method

The design of this study used explanatory research approach. Explanatory research study intended to clarify the causal relationship between variables through hypothesis testing or to obtain accurate testing in causal deduce the nature (causality) between variables and further choose an alternative action (Cooper & Schindler, 2003). Population in this research is all of management department student who is Samsung Smartphone users that has total 103 people. Spread distribution Samsung Smartphone user population in this study based on the classification of students per phase. Sampling technique of this study is based on proportional Stratified Random Sampling. Thus the total sample set in this study is 44 people. As for the distribution of the sample according to the classification of students from phase 2009-2014 as follows: (a) 2009 = 5 person (11.36%); (b) 2010 = 7 (15.91%); (c) 2011 = 8 (18.18%); (d) 2012 = 7 (15.91%); (e) 2013 = 8 (18.18%); and (f) 2014 = 9 person (20.45%). Data collection research using the survey method. His collection of data used questionnaires that distributed to the respondents who dominated the Samsung Smartphone namely Samsung Smartphone in majority used by the freshman. A characteristic of respondents based on age Smartphone users at the age range of 19–20 years. If seen from the condition of the respondents’ male sex has a total of slightly more, that is 38.64% or by 17 people compared with women ie 61.36% or by 27 people. This indicates that at the management department of economics and business faculty use Samsung Smartphone in majority used by the freshman.

Finally, the method to analyze the data is confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and then extended to the Multivariate regression analysis using SPSS Software. The model equation multivariate regression analysis as follows:

\[ PD = \beta_1 (BC) + \beta_2 (CT) + e_i \]  

Where: PD (Purchase Decision); BC (Behavioral Control) and CT (Consumer Trust), \( \beta \) is the standardized regression coefficient beta, \( e_i \) = error of measurement (Solimun, 2010).

### 4. Data Analysis And Results

The sample of respondents of this study was the students of management department faculty of economics and business, which is Samsung Smartphone user in total 44 people. Thus the characteristics of the respondents intended to describe the characteristics of respondents who used the sample according are: gender, age and experience using the product Smartphone. Table 1 above can be seen that the research respondents’ male sex has a total of slightly more, that is 38.64% or by 17 people compared with women ie 61.36% or by 27 people. This indicates that at the management department of economics and business faculty use Samsung Smartphone in majority used by the freshman. A characteristic of respondents by age Smartphone users at the management department Samsung between the ages of 17 years up to 23 years, which is where the age of the respondents who dominate the Samsung Smartphone namely age range of 19–20 years. If seen from the condition of the age of the respondents in this study can be summed up into age/productive age. A characteristic of respondents based on the old Samsung Smartphone use dominated at the Management Department is less than 2 years. From the results obtained it can be concluded that the older Samsung Smartphone used in Management Department has categorize quite ‘ol’d. The analysis description of the characteristics respondents are presented in Table 1.

**Table 1:** Respondents profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents Profile</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>38.64</td>
<td>38.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>61.36</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 – 18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.64</td>
<td>13.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 – 20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>47.73</td>
<td>61.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 – 22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36.36</td>
<td>97.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience using the product Smartphone</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>88.64</td>
<td>88.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>95.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>97.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: n = 44
A behavioral control contemplated in this research is the perception of the students in conducting confidence-owned resource availability. As measurement indicator behavioral control in this study include; financial resources, skill, knowledge and information. Trust question in this study is the attitude of students who feel optimistic about the Smartphone Samsung products that meet its obligations as a Smartphone up to the expectations. As an indicator of measurement in this study is the trust of the brand, trust in quality, trust will be the fulfillment of the needs and trust of the advertising promises. Purchasing decisions referred to in this research is the process of taking action a student to choose a Samsung Smartphone with behavioral control considerations and trust that he/she has and then make a purchase his own Samsung's Smartphone. The indicator measuring the purchasing decisions in this study is the product attractiveness, fitness resources belonging, and a brand which is in trend, quality of products, good/nice, appropriate to the needs and desires as well as repeat purchase interest.

Based on the results of factor analysis measurement model indicators behavioral control variables in Table 2 is obtained measurements covering three items; financial resources belonging to, the ability/skill and knowledge possessed information that is valid for use in the measurement indicators reflect behavioral control because they have the eigen value of 1.826 ≥ 1. Test results can also be proved by the third factor loading estimates behavioral overall control indicator is above 0.70. This result reflects that the correlation between the three indicators of overall behavioral control has significant in reflecting behavioral control variables.

The results of factor analysis, if carefully observed from the obtained loading factor ability/skills possessed looked strong in the control variables that reflect behavioral control. The estimated value of the loading factor on the ability/skills possessed greater than most other items of 0.808 which is then followed by financial resources owned by the estimated value of 0.786 and the smallest factor loading estimates on control variables behavioral is knowledge possessed information that is of 0.745. These results confirm that the indicator of ability/skills acquired to make a purchase is the most important/strong in reflecting strong behavioral control. Indicator measurement customer trust namely; trust in the brand, trust in the quality of the product, trust in the fulfillment of the needs and wishes and trust of the promise of advertising valid for use in the measurement indicators reflect trust because the eigenvalues of 2.789 ≥ 1. Test results can also be proved by the fourth factor loading estimation of measurement confidence indicator is above 0.70. This result reflects that the correlation between confidence indicators fourth overall significant variables reflect trust.

Factor analysis results if observed from loading factor value gained confidence in the quality of the product is seen strongly in the variable reflecting the trust. Value estimation of loading factor on confidence in the quality of the product than most other items namely of 0.879, later followed by confidence in the brand-value estimation of confidence, further 0.855 promise of advertising with the value estimation of 0.812 and value estimation of the smallest factor loading on the variable trust is a trust in the fulfillment of the needs and desires of 0.791. These results confirm that the indicator of trust in the product quality is the most important/strong indicator that reflects trust variable.

Based on the results of the factor analysis measurement model indicators purchasing decision variables were obtained six measurement items include; attractiveness of the product, the suitability of its resources, the brand that is a trend, a good quality product, suitability to the needs and desires and repeat purchases over the same products valid for use in the measurement of the indicators reflect the purchasing decision because it has the value of 3.262 eigenvalues ≥ 1. The test results can also be proved with the estimated value of the factor loading sixth overall behavioral control indicator is above 0.70. This result reflects that the correlation between the six indicators of the overall purchase decision variables significant in reflecting a purchase decision.

The results of loading factor value obtained good product quality strong deemed to reflect a purchase decision variable. The estimated value of loading factor on the quality of products good/excellent compared to most major other items which amounted to 0.830, followed by a repeat purchase with the estimated value of 0.792, followed by the appeal of the product with the estimated value of 0.749, the next followed by the suitability of the need and desires with the estimated value of 0.738 then the suitability of the resources owned by the estimated value of 0.750 and the estimated value of the smallest factor loading on the variable purchase decision is a brand that is a trend which is equal to 0.746. These results confirm that a good indicator of product quality/good an indicator of the most important/strong in reflecting the variable purchase decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Mean, Loading Factor and Eigenvalues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral control (BC):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC1. Owned financial resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC2. The ability / skills possessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC3. Knowledge of information held</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Trust (CT):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT1. trust of brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT2. trust of quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT3. The trust in the fulfillment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT4. Trust on fulfillment of the needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Decision (PD):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD1. appeal of the product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD2. Conformity available resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD3. Brand which is a trend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD4. The quality of products good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD5. Conformity with the needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD6. Purchase over similar products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: loading factor (Acc. value > 0.70); Significance at: *p < 0.05.

Test results using multivariate regression analysis can be presented in Figure 2 and Table 3.
The test results prove the second hypothesis in this study is acceptable and it can be concluded that the trust factor students of Management Department, Faculty of Economics and Business influential in the purchase decision Samsung. Result Smartphone data analysis in this study indicates that the value $F = 31.240$ test with a significance value $= 0.000$ < $\alpha = 0.05$. The test results prove that the third hypothesis proposed in this study can be accepted that the simultaneous control of behavioral and trust variables significantly influence the purchase decision. Finally, the results of this study can also prove that the value of the t test confidence coefficient greater than behavioral control to the purchasing decision. This means that trust is the dominant variable in influencing purchase decisions compared to behavioral control.

5. Discussion

The study of purchase decisions by Theory of Planned behavior approach is an attempt to photograph the facts on purchasing decisions by Theory of Planned behavior approach is an attempt to photograph the facts or conditions or the absence of either high or low purchasing decisions from the aspects of behavioral control and trust. Thus the discussion of the study include descriptive variable measurement model and path coefficient results of hypothesis testing and descriptive discussion on the measurement variable through the average value at each measurement indicator variables on the relationship with regard to the value and significant coefficient.

Confidence of students in this study is described by confidence in the brand, confidence in the quality, confidence in the fulfillment of needs and desires and trusts to what is promised by the product. Based on empirical facts in the field the majority of female respondents who have teens with old age still use Samsung Smartphone long enough, meaning that the students with the teen age have been able to give them confidence against, which is where it is also supported by a sufficient length of use Samsung smart phones these students.

This result is also supported by measurements made, it can be seen that the estimated value of the loading factor of student confidence indicators of quality is an indicator that in view of the most powerful in reflecting the variable trust. This means that when seen from the fact that the actual empirical and based on the measurement results have appropriate indicators which are considered the most powerful in reflecting the variable trust is confidence in the quality of the product. The test result is known that the effect of trust on purchase decisions indicate a positive influence which path coefficients with a positive sign means that the relationship between behavioral control to the purchasing decision is not unidirectional. This means that trust is the dominant variable in influencing purchase decisions compared to behavioral control.

This result can also be proved with a probability value smaller than the value of alpha thus influence the confidence of students to significant purchasing decisions. It can be concluded that the trust student positive and significant impact on purchasing decisions. And the results of this study confirmed the theory described by Chau et al., (2007); Mukherjee and Nath, (2007) that trust is a very important
factor in stimulating purchases and these results were supported by the results of research conducted by Hsiao et al. (2010) in which the research is conducted by Hasiao et al (2010), shows that confidence in the product recommendations can influence consumer intentions to purchase from the website.

Based on the findings and measurements of behavioral control variables are measured by indicators of financial resources owned, skills possessed and information in the possession of the knowledge and trust as measured by indicators of confidence in the brand/brand, confidence in the quality, confidence in the fulfillment of the needs and desires and trust in what is promised by the product has been able to support the improvement of the quality of a good product that is a reflection of the purchase decision, this also shows that there is a simultaneous significant effect between behavioral control and confidence in the purchase decision. The result of this study due to the diversity of indicator variables and behavioral control has the overall confidence of accuracy or precision of the model in improving purchasing decisions. On this basis it can be explained that the increasing purchasing decisions on products Samsung Smartphone from the consumer will not be separated from good control of behavioral control and strong trust that implemented jointly by the consumers themselves.

6. Conclusions

Based on the results of data analysis and discussion of the research conclusions can be stated as follows: (1) behavioral control does not have a real relationship and do not contribute to an increase in the purchase decision. This means that more behavioral control is reflected by the skill possessed not able to support the improvement of the quality of a good product that is a reflection of the purchasing decisions. The results of this study due to more behavioral control explained by skill possessed in the purchase, but the actual fact based assessment of the respondents had knowledge of the information in the purchase of more in priority. In addition, the purchase decision is reflected by a good indicator of product quality, but based on the respondents’ assessment has not done well since the majority of respondents indicator of the appeal of more mainstream products; (2) the trust has a real relationship and to contribute to the improvement of the purchasing decision. This means that more confidence is reflected by the confidence in the quality of products have been able to support the improvement of the quality of a good product that is a reflection of the purchasing decisions.

The results of this study due based on the measurement results are in accordance with the empirical fact that there is nothing which is considered the most important indicator in reflecting the variable of trust is confidence in the quality; (3) behavioral control and confidence simultaneously having real relationships in the real contributing to the increase in the purchasing decision. This means that behavioral control that are reflected by the indicators of financial resources owned, skills possessed and information in the possession of knowledge and trust are reflected by the indicator of confidence in the brand, confidence in the quality, confidence in the fulfillment of needs and desires, and confidence in what pledged by the product has been able to support the improvement of the quality of a good product that is a reflection of the purchasing decisions. The result of this study due to the diversity of indicator variables and behavioral control has the overall confidence of accuracy or precision of the model in improving purchasing decisions.

Based on the conclusions of this study, it can be argued that the suggestions of the recommendations of this study as follows: (1) Although in this study no behavioral control variable and no significant positive effect on purchasing decisions, at least the students should continue to consider these variables in action decision-making, as in the behavioral control includes a control trusts on resource access to opportunities to perform an action; (2) Trust in the quality of products is an indicator of the most important or dominant in reflecting confidence in the purchase decision. Thus students should focus more on the confidence indicator in terms of product quality make a purchase decision. But still have to pay attention and increase confidence indicators will be fulfilling the needs and desires of the decision-making because of the measurement results is still lacking; (3) The decision to purchase this research more reflected by the quality of products good, but the empirical facts based on the assessment of the respondents have not made a major consideration in the implementation because, according to respondents rating the attractiveness of the product was considered the most powerful indicator. Therefore the consumer should consider both these aspects before making a purchase decision.
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